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The End is in Sight
<< <

Your visitors have made it. They’ve
researched, consulted, compared
and toggled their options.

> >>

Now, they’re ready to commit.

However, the booking process can make or break
that final decision. You have a lot of information to
collect from users. And you have to do it in a way
that won’t send them running elsewhere.

From hotel or flight details,
to personal information, to
payments, it’s a delicate path
to the final destination.

3
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Elements of the Booking Funnel

Now that you’ve successfully pushed visitors to the booking funnel,
it’s your job to present them with relevant, accurate information
needed to complete the purchase.

<< <

So how do you decrease funnel abandonment and drive conversion?

> >>

Minimize distractions
and ways visitor can
leave funnel

Provide clear
instructions and
visual cues

The less distractions the better.
Once visitors are here, remove
any navigation or links that don’t
push them toward completing
the sale.

Don’t make the booking process
any more stressful than it has to
be. Progress bars, highlighting
and indicators guide your wouldbe bookers along as if they had
a live travel agent.

Get your forms in line
Aside from designing your forms
to be consumable, strategically
offering add-ons or loyalty
rewards is crucial for up-sell and
cross-sell.

There are

4
elements to optimize
for booking
4

more trips …
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Route #1

Navigation…or lack thereof
<< <
> >>

Now that customers are in
buy mode, it’s essential you
keep them on the path to
booking. At this point, the
only focus is the necessary
steps to completing their
booking. Hiding your top
level navigation at this
point will keep the focus
on the funnel.

Clean header with only a logo
and a small link to exit booking,
allows for minimal distractions
and lets people focus on the
booking process.

5

Absence of navigation
menu reduces visual
clutter and helps the user
remain in the funnel.
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Route #2

Progress Indicators
<< <
> >>

There’s no avoiding the
amount of information
that must be collected
during the booking process.
But letting travelers know
upfront the number of steps
and the process for booking
makes securing their trip a
lot more clear and a lot less
cumbersome.

Booking details remain
present throughout the
funnel so the user is
always in the know.
6

Clearly labeled
progress indicator
with number of steps
and agenda.

After each step is completed,
the bar is replaced with a green
check mark. This method is
Headline engaging as people do not have
to wait until pages load and can
immediately see the progress
they are making.
Text
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Route #3

Customization and Add-ons
<< <
> >>

Giving customers a choice
to enhance a trip can boost
overall booking values.
But it’s important that you
don’t force this upon them.
Pre-checking any add-on
that could raise the end
price is a surefire way to
a funnel abandonment.
Instead, make this part of
the booking funnel to keep
customers on the right path.

Upgrades are featured as
part of the booking funnel but
with a clear SKIP option.

7

Module offering savings
when people sign up for an
AAdvantage credit card.
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Route #4

Loyalty Program Information
<< <

Easy loyalty program log-in

> >>
8

Loyalty programs are
already a gold mine of
consumer data. And those
who are already a member
want to use those points or
miles to reward themselves.
Allowing customers an
easy way to choose this
option in the funnel will
keep them from bouncing
around. Logging in prior
to beginning the booking
process also means their
data will be auto-populated,
thus shortening the time it
takes to get the trip booked.

Ability to refine search
by reward points.

Tabbed area to switch
to rates in using loyalty
program points.
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Case Study

Increasing Bookings with Navigation Testing
DEFAULT

<< <

(Navigation Present)

> >>

One of the world’s
largest hotel chains
wanted to test the theory
that removing the top
navigation would actually
increase bookings.
Maxymiser’s team
designed a test, which
ran over thousands of
customer experiences,
to determine its impact.

WINNER

(Navigation Suppressed)

Removing the
navigation drove
1.42% increase in
booking confirmations.
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Not every visitor is going to book with you.
But you can do everything in your power
to convert as many as possible.
<< <
> >>

A well-optimized booking funnel is
essential to keeping your customers
on the path to completing their travel
experience. Trust us, your website
conversion rates will thank you.

Start your travelers’ experience
off on the right foot.

Optimize the

funnel.
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If you are interested in speaking with someone at Maxymiser, please email info@maxymiser.com.

Want more travel best practices?
Join Maxymiser and Travel Weekly for a webinar on
March 6, 2013 at 2:00PM EST
AND

PRESENT

Register here:
http://bit.ly/TravelWeeklyWebinar

11 ROUTES
TO A WINNING
TRAVEL WEBSITE
BEST PRACTICES IN TRAVEL WEBSITE
TESTING AND OPTIMIZATION

Exclusively for travel marketers who want to get on a path to better
customer experiences and more bookings, this webinar takes a deep
dive into three main site areas: homepage, search and sort, and the
booking funnel with some of the world’s biggest brands like Delta, Hertz,
Holiday Inn, Carnival Cruise Lines and many more.

We’ll cover:
• Industry case studies and best practices
• Tips, hints and tricks for CTA’s, product imagery, homepage design,
shopping cart funnels and much more
• How to test these elements to ensure your content works for your
site visitors

